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"I have to admit that I have an obsession; I can only think of learning,
showing, teaching, communicating, interweaving and creating; and
that´s a lot.
I live connected to the net and I travel everywhere with my computer, I
need to keep on learning to be able to expand my wings. This wouldn´t
be a problem if it were a computer geek or I would work with online
marketing, but that´s not the case. I´m not a usual kind of a person and
therefore I my presence causes some puzzlement. And that it is
normal... because I'm a soprano in and out, body & soul; I carry the
cabaret within me from birth; I´m am author cause I´ve have the need
to communicate; and a journalist just because; as well as a brilliant
communicator and therefore I have the feel for engagement with
contents of Social Media Marketing for fun and of course pleasure.
You won´t be able to label me or compare to any other, because I´m one
of a kind. I´m an artist who loves to communicate by teaching what I
know without frontiers, I have the need for sharing it with the global
universe".

She´s a versatile artist, Miren De Miguel and she covers almost every
musical genre; from the most authentic Verdi opera with a touch of house
music, to the deepest flamenco of Falla and the American music of Cole
Porter. Nothing scares her, really.
With a degree in journalism, her taste for writing developed and she
usually works as a screenwriter for most of her theatrical-musical shows.
She has an extensive experience as a singer and presenter at events like
the 15 Anniversary Auditorium at Euskalduna Congress Palace (Bilbao),
Bilbao Art Distrit, Shooping Night, Fair Saturday, and so on…
Her drama studies and physical kind of expression make her performances
stick on the audience and they´ll always remember her, for the dedication
and passion in what she does.
Upcoming projects in Italy and England, lead her to give it a go into a mix
of baroque and contemporary music.
She has no doubt accepting and trying new artistic challenges to keep on
evolving musically.
Any -theatrical musical idea can easyly be reviewed and accepted by this
basque Soprano-Performer, whose professionalism follows her identity.

EDUCATION
Degree in journalism - university of the basque country .
teaching course .
Italian as a foreign language teacher - University of Sienna
Diploma in lyrical singing - Conservatory " Juan Cristomo
Arriaga" of Bilbao.
European Superior Master for Choir Singers - Arturo Toscanni
Foundation - Parma ( italy) .
Perfectionist vocal courses , with professors like Lucetta Bizzi,
Rita Patane,Marcella Reale, Lorna Windsord, Ana Luisa Chova,
Felix Lavilla.
Violin - municipal conservatory of bilbao.
Contemporary Drama Course - Firenza Guidi -BAD FESTIVAL(
bilbao)
Superior European Master Interpretation - Teatro Due di Parma
( italy )
Drama courses - School of Arts and Drama , getxo , j.c corazza madrid.
International Theatre Directors Course- director Simón Suárez
organised by the unión of directors , Madrid.
Course- Cómic Drama- Sandro Tore- Parma Townhall (italy) .
Flamenco -tutors Carmen Cubillo in Madrid and Christina
Lindegard in Bilbao .

Corporal Expresión - with the coregrapher anna Rita
Pozzesere,parma(italy)
LANGUAGES
Italian- bilingüe
English-intermediate
euskera -básico
OTHERS
piano-básico coursecultural selfmanagement - -bilbao eszena ,Bilbao

YOUTUBE

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Script writer and performer on “#QUEDATEMISTETAS, Co script
writer and performer "Tutte contra Verdi", Co script writer and
performer – Musical cabaret, "So in Love "
Co performer in the Opera " Adam and Eve".
Soloist in various international Opera Tours and Spanish
Operas : Aida, Nabucco, Cosi fan Tutte, Amor Brujo… in festivals
and important Theatre like Teatro Arriaga of Bilbao, Edimburgh
Fringe Festival, Festival FIT of Cádiz, Museo Guggenheim…

Concerts - music for films, musicals, Italian songs and spanish
songs in Italy and Spain.
Participates in various international and national events as a
performer soprano creating shows where a particular musical
fusion of House music and classical occurs.
Actress and singer- radio and television programs - "El Club de
Los sentidos".
Teacher - singing lessons for actors and singers
Poetry - recitels organised by the group – “Noches Poeticas”.
MUSIC
INTERNATIONAL REVIEWS
PARTNERS
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